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Representative Artwork
by Angelique Joy
Gender theory proposes that gender is not inherently ‘Female’ or ‘Male’, but that the act of
performing either ‘She’ or ‘He’ however it is currently acceptable to do so, makes it so. Gender
theorists describe gender as something we ‘Do’, not something we inherently ‘Are’ or ‘Have’, with
‘Gender’ being described as nothing more than a culturally constructed boundary; a boundary we
could choose to transcend; an empowering notion.
The foundations of language, and the culture we exist within, define and govern how our
‘Gender’ is allowed to be performed, how our gendered act is allowed to be played and what
rules we must abide by. Rules that bind us. Rules that restrict and inhibit all that we could be.
Rules that allow only a single story of ‘She’ or ‘He’. This body of work is motivated by the
hypothesis that we could transcend gender based oppression by disrupting and resisting those
rules, specifically the rules that govern our outward expression of ‘Gender’.
Using the visual language of photography and moving image, created through action research,
journaling, and reflexive data collection, this body of work offers a narrative; of resistance, one
that transcends binary gendered boundaries through binary infractions. The full body of work
from this practice-based research can be found at http://angeliquejoy.com/narrativecollections/binary-infractions/

Angelique Joy is a multidisciplinary artist, and cultural producer, working primarily with the
construction of visual narrative. Her work utilises photography, set construction, costume design,
text, and video installation to explore key aspects of identity formation, and to question societal
frameworks with the intent to disrupt them.
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Basic Program
Monday 23rd September
Wellbeing Location: Napier 144
08:30–09:00| Open/Registration
09:00–09:30| Welcome to Country
09:30–11:00| Session 1: History
Location: Napier Lecture Theatre 102

09:40–09:55: Speaker 1: Bernadine De Beaux, “From within the walls: the anchorites
of Westminster Abbey”
09:55-10:10: Speaker 2: Jade Hastings, “The Effect of Rumours of Sexual Promiscuity
on Single Women Involved in Court Cases in Colonial South Australia”
10:10–10:25: Speaker 3: Dylan Rowen, “Literature and the Queer Tradition”
10:25–10:40: Speaker 4: Kayla Murray, “’She writes in white ink’: A study of feminine
unconscious and the principles of écriture féminine within Virginia Woolf’s The
Waves”
10:40–11:00: Discussion
11:00–11:30| Morning Tea
11:30–12:30| Keynote: Dr Chris Wilson
Location: Napier Lecture Theatre 102

12:30–13:30| Lunch and art display
13:30–13:45| Launch of Writing from Below Special Edition 2018 “Space and Place”
Announcement of Writing From Below Special Edition 2019
“Past, Present and Future”
13:45–14:50| Session 2, Stream 1: Expectations
Location: Napier Lecture Theatre 102

13:55–14:10: Speaker 1: Marianne Clausen, “The role of men in workplace equality”
14:10–14:25: Speaker 2: Jennefer Lyn L. Bagaporo, “Paralysing’ A Life Story Project:
Conflict and Displacement’s Effect on Filipino Men in Mindanao Philippines”
14:25–14:40: Speaker 3: Joni Lariat, “Queering compulsory heterosexuality in Aceh”
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14:40–14:50: Discussion
13:45–14:50| Session 2, Stream 2: Law and Policy
Location: Napier Seminar Room 108

13:55–14:10: Speaker 1: Valeria Coscini, “Taking a Principled Approach to Assessing
Regional and international Jurisprudence on Sexuality and Gender-Identity”
14:10–14:25: Speaker 2: Ella Kuskoff, “Policy, progress, and (male) privilege:
Conceptualisations of gender in Queensland’s domestic violence policy”
14:25–14:40: Speaker 3: Emily Ireland, “Examining the connected legal identities of
married litigants”
14:40–14:50: Discussion
14:50–15:05| Afternoon Tea
15:05–16:05| Queering the Museum
Location: Napier Lecture Theatre 102
16:05–17:15| Session 3, Stream 1: Literature
Location: Napier Lecture Theatre 102

16:10–16:25: Speaker 1: Alex Henderson, “Queer Allegory (And Queer Actuality) in
‘Every Heart A Doorway’”
16:25–16:35: Speaker 2: Chloe Cannell, “The Rise of Queer YA Short Story
Anthologies”
16:35–16:50: Speaker 3: Jacqueline Dickin, “Misery Memoirs and Violence: exploring
the role of the ‘survivor’ in Working Class Boy”
16:50–17:00: Discussion
16:05–17:15| Session 3, Stream 2: Education
Location: Napier Seminar Room 108

16:10–16:25: Speaker 1: Lizzie Maughan, “What about the children? Ethics in gender
research with young children”
16:25–16:40: Speaker 2: Rowaida Sleem, “South Australian young people’s safer sex
practices and the influence of parental and school sex education”
16:40–16:55: Speaker 3: Jayme-Paige Wearn, “Gender equality, secondary school and
STEM”
16:55–17:00: Discussion
17:00| Close
6
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Tuesday 24th September
Wellbeing Location: Napier 144

08:30–09:00| Registration
09:00–09:15| Acknowledgement of Country
09:15–10:30| Session 4, Stream 1: Interactions and the Mainstream
Location: Napier Lecture Theatre 102

09:25–09:40: Speaker 1: Angelique Joy, “Binary Infractions and Transcendental
Resistance”
09:40–09:55: Speaker 2: kerry Price, “Re-envisaging the utility and intersectionality of
Camp”
09:55–10:10: Speaker 3: Shawna Marks, “Where did the feminists go? Tracking shifts
away from feminist thinking in research on sport, masculinity and sexual violence.”
10:10–10:25: Speaker 4: Christina Mammone, “The Threat From The Womb: Teenage
Pregnancy As A Security Threat In Post-Conflict Sierra Leone”
10:25–10:40: Speaker 5: Clara Santilli, “Sexy Space Archaeologists: transgressing
heteronormative sexuality m in the New Whovian Universe”
10:40–10:50: Discussion
10:50–11:00| Morning Tea
11:00–12:00| Keynote: Dr Lucy Nicholas
Location: Napier Lecture Theatre 102
12:00–13:05| Session 5, Stream 1: Identity
Location: Napier Lecture Theatre 102

12:10–12:25: Speaker 1: Sarah McDonald, “I think she wants me to have a better life
than what she did”: Incorporating multi-generational classed and gendered narratives
into First-in-Family girls’ subjectivities.”
12:25–12:40: Speaker 2: Danny Wardle, “‘How long have you felt like this?’: Identity,
Temporality and Legitimacy”
12:40–12:55: Speaker 3: Marija Peričić, “The economics of identity transformation:
the strange case of J.T. LeRoy”
12:55–13:05: Discussion
8

12:00–13:05| Session 5, Stream 2: Health Care
Location: Napier Seminar Room 108

12:10–12:25: Speaker 1: Eden Dowers, “Virtually Trans: An Ethnographic study of an
Australian Facebook Group”
12:25–12:40: Speaker 2: Kathy Radoslovich, “‘We just had to make the best of it’:
Reconstructing heterosexual intimacy in residential aged care”
12:40–12:55: Speaker 3: Temitope Olasunkanmi-Alimi, “African Migrant Women
Working In the Australian Aged Care Sector”
12:55–13:05: Discussion
13:05–13:45| Lunch and art display
13:45–14:45| Panel
Location: Napier Lecture Theatre 102

14:45–15:00| Afternoon Tea
15:00–15:30| Writing From Below: Dr Michael Noble Special Memorial Edition
15:30–16:30| Session 6: Future
Location: Napier Lecture Theatre 102

15:40–15:55: Speaker 1: Lizzy Emery, “Grab Your Pussy Hats: The subversions and
limitations of gendered symbology in a feminist protest object.”
15:55–16:10: Speaker 2: Dr Rachel Loney-Howes, “#MeToo and the future of feminist
anti-violence activism in Australia”
16:10–16:25: Speaker 3: Heather McGinn, “The Disobedient PLR: Queering Creative
Writing to Reckon with the Past, Disrupt the Present, and Build the Future of Creative
Practice Beyond the Gender Binary”
16:25–16:30: Discussion
16:30| Official Conference Close
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Welcome
TO THE SIXTH ANNUAL

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN P OSTGRADUATE AND EARLY CAREER

RESEARCHER GENDER, SEX, AND SEXUALITIES CONFERENCE
Every year for six years, the three South Australian universities have formed a committee of
Early Career Researchers and highly skilled mentors to put together the Gender, Sex and
Sexualities Conference. For our sixth year, 2019’s theme is Past, Present and Future: Contested
histories and emerging identities. The aim of the GSS conference is to bring together
postgraduate students and early career researchers to share their work and research with their
peers and to continue building a collegial and collaborative academic environment.
This conference is interdisciplinary and diverse, but grounded by a strong intersectional feminist
perspective. A fundamental aspect of feminist ethic is inclusivity, and so we recognise that
feminist perspectives and spaces have been historically White. 2019 is the 125th year of White
woman’s suffrage in South Australia, and this year’s theme is a recognition of feminist thinking
that achieved this goal, but also recognises that this is not the anniversary of universal suffrage,
and that we are willing to keep working, thinking and researching to disrupt and decentre
Whiteness within feminist thought. The Gender, Sex and Sexualities 2019 conference aims to
drive an emphasis on the intersection of gender, sex and sexualities with Indigenous, POC,
migrant, refugee peoples and all others. We aim to highlight and discuss where history, the
present and the future have neglected or included these people, and the effects this has on the
past, the present and the future societies.
This year’s theme aims to explore the concepts of history, present and the emerging future, and
their intersections with gender, sex, and sexuality in relation to the structural, personal,
institutional, cultural, symbolic, epistemic, and discursive. This theme is purposefully broad and
can be applied to any number of issues, theoretical and practical, that affect the wider
community. Previous conferences have featured papers from students of Sociology, Gender
Studies, Politics, History, Visual Art, Creative Writing, Health Science, Law, Philosophy,
Linguistics, Theology and more.
Past, Present and Future is hosted by the Fay Gale Centre for Research on Gender.
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Past Present and Future
OF THE

GENDER SEX AND SEXUALITIES CONFERENCE

The Gender, Sex and Sexualities 2019 committee is proud to announce a locationally-diverse
group of speakers to the Gender, Sex and Sexualities stage. Our program for 2019 boasts the
highest number of interstate academics and ECRs we have experienced as a conference, and
we would like to take this opportunity to thank our travelling academics for their commitment to
our conference, and for bringing their exciting ideas to what is quickly becoming a destination
conference. For the first time ever, the conference has attracted so many papers that we have
split the program into two streams; holding concurrent sessions in separate rooms in order to
allow as many ideas as possible to be voiced.
As mentioned, this is the sixth year of this conference. In truth, this conference has undergone
considerable changes in the six years since it was founded in 2014 by Petra Mossman and
Adele Lausberg. The conference was named the Gender and Sexuality conference, from 2014 to
2016, and was only changed to the current Gender, Sex and Sexualities conference in 2017.
Changes to the way that the conference approaches gender, sex and sexualities was driven
largely by the contribution and guidance of Dr Michael Lawrence Noble (1959-2018), who acted
as the Intersex Consultant and Communications Officer for the 2017 conference committee.
2018 saw the Gender, Sex and Sexualities conference formally recognise the inherent
Whiteness of these discussions, and open the floor to non-White perspectives and experiences.
The conference is hosted on a two-yearly rotating basis, having been hosted at Flinders
University in 2014 and 2015, The University of South Australia in 2016 and 2017, and the
University of Adelaide in 2018, and this year’s 2019 conference. It will continue this rotation,
moving back to Flinders for 2020.
As well as immersing in the community through location inclusivity across the three South
Australian universities, the Gender, Sex and Sexualities conference has, through Dr Amelia
Walker and Dr Quinn Eades, built a relationship with the peer-reviewed Writing From Below
academic journal. The Special Editions from the 2017 and 2018 conferences (Art(i)culations of
Violence, and Space and Place respectively) allow presenters an opportunity for publication, and
allow their papers to disseminate into the wider world of academia and readership. All
presenters, audience members, committee members, mentors, and anyone else, is able to
submit papers to this journal, from researched, academic articles, to creative responses. The
2019 program sees the announcement of two future Writing From Below Special Editions, and
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the Call for Papers are available at the end of this program, and will be posted on our social
media.
Finally, but not at all least importantly, our workshops have developed over the last year to
become an integral part of the Gender, Sex and Sexualities conference and conference
experience. In 2017, one workshop was available for attendees. In 2018, five were on offer,
and in 2019, we are offering four. Information regarding the workshops is available on our
website, https://sagenderandsexualitiesconf.wordpress.com/workshops/. We have expanded this
area of our conference because of the interdisciplinary nature of our conference, and the
diversity of our attendees and presenters. These workshops have had very different driving
forces, from top tips for presenters, how to write for publication, to tutoring tips, Writing for Social
Change, Praxis and Research. We see gender, sex, sexuality and feminist thinking as having so
much scope for different research, and we want to celebrate and support these areas as much
as possible.
We have always tried to drive this conference towards inclusivity and accessibility. This means
consistently hosting a free event, so that attendees might not face any barriers in accessing our
event, and opening the floor to any and all inclusivity ideas, as suggested by Dr Noble. We hope
to always maintain this freedom of mind, and to continue to open our stage to those who want to
share their voice.
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Mental and Physical Wellbeing

Past, Present and Future is committed to supporting the wellbeing of everyone who attends.
While the aim of our conference is to open doors, promote ideas and push boundaries that have
been set by societies past, we understand that some of the conference presentations will explore
themes that might be sensitive or confronting for some attendees. We encourage everyone to
read the following program to get an idea of what each talk will be discussing, to use the quiet
space in Napier 144 whenever required, and know that our committee members will always have
an open ear. There is a wellbeing kit assembled in this room to attend to any immediate needs.
The conference space is supportive and safe for all. Threatening or discriminatory language and
behaviours will not be tolerated.
The conference is child friendly, and attendees are welcome to bring along children in their care,
though they remain responsible for the children at all times. Breastfeeding is welcome in all
conference spaces.
We have scheduled breaks each day, and encourage attendees to take more breaks as they
require. Attendees are welcome to use the Wellbeing Room, Napier 144, as a quiet room close
to the main conference space, to take a breather and a break whenever needed.
The University of Adelaide prayer room is on Level 6 of Union House, but Past, Present and
Future 2019 leave the Wellbeing Room within the Napier building open for this purpose as well.
The University of Adelaide have recommended the use of the ground floor bathroom (behind the
lifts) in the Napier building as a gender-neutral bathroom.
This conference is designed to give support to early career researchers and build healthy
networks, but there is no pressure for any attendee, presenter or involved person to attend the
entirety of the conference, or entire days of the conference without break. We are lucky that
Past, Present and Future’s host, Adelaide University, is in a central location. We encourage you
to take time outside, on campus, along the Torrens River, in the nearby Botanic Gardens, or
exploring the free Migration Museum exhibits, where the focus on gender, sex and sexualities
remains as important as ever.
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Acknowledgement of Country
We acknowledge the Kaurna people, the original custodians of the Adelaide Plains and the land
on which the University of Adelaide’s campuses at North Terrace, Waite, Thebarton and
Roseworthy are built.
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Dr Michael Noble
Prize For Outstanding Contribution to the Conference
2018’s Space and Place conference saw the introduction of the Dr Michael Noble Prize for
Outstanding Papers to the Gender, Sex and Sexualities conference. The 2018 Dr Michael Noble
Prize was awarded to Angelica Harris-Faull for her paper ‘The Re-Producing Womb-Matrix:
reflections on an organ as a site of socio-political contestation through a discussion of printbased artworks’, which will be featured in Writing From Below’s Special Edition “Space and
Place”.
In 2019, the executive committee has made the decision to open this prize to more applicants,
renaming the Prize the ‘Dr Michael Noble Prize for Outstanding Contribution to the Conference’.
We believe that this makes the prize more accessible, and takes into consideration people’s
busy work, life and study schedules. It also makes the nomination of the Prize more connected to
the conference—all changes we believe that Dr Michael Noble and his designs towards
intersectionality and accessibility would have appreciated.
Dr Michael Lawrence Noble was born in 1959 and lived with obvious differences all his life. His
‘differences’ were diagnosed as Kleinfelder’s XXY Syndrome in his 30’s, and a diagnosis of
Asperger’s syndrome followed soon after. Dr Noble loved cross-stitching and restoring antique
writing boxes. He brought balance into his life through a love of bushwalking and gardening. He
always enjoyed making time to help other university students with assignments and research.
Dr Noble’s ground-breaking PhD “Nicholas Culpeper and the mystery of the philosopher’s stone:
recovering and enhancing subjugated knowledges through historical fiction” was finished in
2017.
Dr Noble fought for years to bring the intersex community to the forefront of community
awareness. The Organisation Intersex International (OII) Australia recognises Dr Noble for his
crucial contributions to intersex activism from the early 1990s to the mid-2000s.
Dr Noble was the Intersex Consultant and Communications Officer for the 2017 Gender, Sex and
Sexualities Art(i)culations of Violence Committee, where he instigated crucial reforms in the way
that the conference approaches notions of gender, sex and sexuality.
This is one culmination, of what will undoubtedly be many, of his lifetime of pushing through
barriers, both personal and societal, and the Dr Michael Noble Prize for Outstanding Contribution
to the Conference at the annual Gender, Sex and Sexualities conference is a fitting memorial to
an unforgettable academic who was always ready to help others.
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Many thanks to Louise Niva, a dear friend of Dr Noble’s, for her contribution to writing this
biography.
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Extended Program
Monday 23rd September
Wellbeing Location: Napier 144
08:30–09:00| Open/Registration
09:00–09:30| Welcome to Country
09:30–11:00| Session 1: History
Location: Napier Lecture Theatre 102

09:30–09:40: ten minutes allocated for session to introduce speakers and change
presentations
09:40–09:55: Speaker 1: Bernadine De Beaux, “From within the walls: the anchorites
of Westminster Abbey”
There is a secret that lurks from within the walls of Westminster Abbey. No tourist is told of it, there
are no plagues that pronounce its existence and no books have been written about it. Yet, its
importance cannot be ignored nor undervalued. Nestled behind St Benedict’s chapel within the
Abbey are the remains of of an anchorite cell, which from the early thirteenth century, was the
eternal home of anchorites until the Reformation. This cell was not used by just one gender. Men and
women were enclosed in this space in different periods, to live the rest of their lives in solitude, to be
closer to and to better commune, with God. Kings, queens and princes, are said to have confessed,
sought spiritual guidance and requested intercessory prayers from the male anchorites enclosed in
Westminster Abbey. However, very little is known of the female anchorites who resided in the cell.
Royal and noble patrons gave gifts and donations to them in return for their intercessory prayers, but
no record of royal visitors or specific incidences of spiritual counselling is documented.
This paper examines how the different genders of the anchorites enclosed at Westminster Abbey
reinforced specific ideologies about the roles the anchorites played in the lives of the aristocracy and
royals. How the anchorite’s gender could strengthen religious and contemplative behaviour, and why
the Westminster male anchorites held a higher status than their female counterparts.
Bernadine De Beaux is a postgraduate at Flinders University and is researching anchorite cells in England
and Wales. She holds a BA, a GradDip in Museum Studies, Masters in Cultural Heritage, Masters in
Medieval and Early Modern Studies, and a GradCert in Tertiary Education. She aspires to become a lecturer
in Medieval Studies.
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09:55-10:10: Speaker 2: Jade Hastings, “The Effect of Rumours of Sexual Promiscuity
on Single Women Involved in Court Cases in Colonial South Australia”
In nineteenth century Australia, morality and sexual chastity were the most important traits for any
respectable woman. Women who were considered to be un-chaste were assumed to be more prone
to crime, dishonesty, and immorality. As a result, women’s sexual history was often used as evidence
in colonial court cases in an attempt to prove their unreliability as plaintiffs, defendants, and
witnesses. This was especially the case for single women, who were, by virtue of their marital status,
often considered to be less moral than their married counterparts. If a woman’s sexual chastity was
questioned it could have severe repercussions and permanently affect her status in the community.
For this reason, many women avoided involvement with the colonial court system except in the direst
of circumstances. Women who did become involved in the legal system, on either side of the law,
often did so only under the pre-existing threat of social and financial ruin. This paper will examine
instances where single women decided to ‘risk it all’ by becoming involved in public court
proceedings, with particular reference to cases of maintenance, breach of promise of marriage, and
indecent assault.
Jade Hastings has a Bachelor of Archaeology and Honours in History from Flinders University. She has
previously published work on Irish orphan immigrants in mid-nineteenth century South Australia. She is
currently in the second year of her PhD, with a primary focus on crime and criminal proceedings involving
single women in early colonial South Australia. She is interested in the experiences of single women who
became involved in criminal proceedings (as both plaintiffs and defendants) in South Australian courts
between 1836 and 1880, and in the ways that nineteenth century ideals of femininity influenced the
outcomes of these cases.

10:10–10:25: Speaker 3: Dylan Rowen, “Literature and the Queer Tradition”
How do LGBT authors in the literary landscape ‘use’ language and linguistic innovation to deviate
from gendered and sexual societal scripts through coded expressions of same-sex desire? The
concept of the ‘queer tradition’ as a cultural lineage favours the act of reading as a self-involved
method of initiation into queerhood. This paper will traverse the porous boundaries of how bodies
are written in early ‘queer’ novels to provide a structure in the trajectory and ‘script’ of queer desire. I
will theorise a template which explores “the production and proliferation of queer narrative desire”
(Boone 260). This proliferation of same-sex desire was often coded and focalised through the use of
experimental writing and techniques to subvert straight readership and heterosexual detection. This
paper will analyse the sexual politics that were, and still are, “embedded within formal novelistic
choices” (Looby 426). I take up the concept of “literature as a cultural form with a singular capacity: to
intensify, to complicate, and to strengthen the narrative web through which queer identities are lived
and made, reading itself a private space in which stories about selves and sexualities can be rehearsed
or confirmed” (Barlow & Dale 451). This paper will examine how gay and lesbian authors write against
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and with abjection—writing in defiance of societal pressures of what their writing needed to do—and
in turn forging a new Queer Tradition.
Dylan Rowen is a queer poet, interdisciplinary artist and scholar currently living on Kaurna Land. In 2018,
his English thesis on queer literary modernism and experimental literature was awarded first class honours
at the University of Adelaide. Dylan is interested in exploring literary representations of same-sex desire
and queer subjectivity in early twentieth-century fiction.

10:25–10:40: Speaker 4: Kayla Murray, “’She writes in white ink’: A study of feminine
unconscious and the principles of écriture féminine within Virginia Woolf’s The
Waves”
This study examines gender and the question of female authorship and subjectivity within Virginia
Woolf’s 1931 novel, The Waves. With a theoretical basis in psychoanalysis and a clear feminist focus,
this essay takes Hélène Cixous’ essay ‘The Laugh of The Medusa’ (1975) as its key conceptual
framework. Casting The Waves as an example of what Cixous terms écriture féminine (women’s
writing), this analysis recognises The Waves for its profound linguistic and syntactical rendering of
desire through a language of the unconscious. Thus, this argument deems the utilisation of
psychoanalytic principles as highly effective to developing an appreciation for complex
representations of gender and patriarchal experiences. Recognising its literary effects as
representative of the psychological and psychic forces, the essay discusses the ethics of utilising
psychoanalytic principles in conjunction with feminist critique, as to perform a psychoanalytic reading
calls for a significant degree of cultural and historical sensitivity. In complement to Cixous’ essay, this
essay proceeds under the guise of feminist critique from psychoanalysts and theorists who have taken
issues of gender as central to their scholarship. This presentation will also assess the limitations of
écriture féminine in the broader context for how we read, understand and interpret narratives of
female desire. It is the goal of this presentation to highlight the ways gender and representations of
feminine desire and the quest for subjectivity have and continue to inform women’s writing.
Kayla Murray is an honours student in English at The University of Adelaide. Aspiring to further studies in
literary modernism, American literature, Australian literature, poetry and poetic theory, she is currently
completing a thesis examining representations of the body, mind body distinctions and illness in twenty
and twenty first century literature.

10:40–11:00: Discussion
11:00–11:30| Morning Tea
11:30–12:30| Keynote: Dr Chris Wilson
Location: Napier Lecture Theatre 102
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Dr Chris Wilson is a Senior Lecturer in Indigenous Australian Studies and Archaeology. He
has worked as an Academic Advisor/Associate Lecturer in Yunggorendi First Nations
Centre for Higher Education and Research in 2004 and Lecturer in the Office of Indigenous
Strategy and Engagement. He is an Australia archaeologist working with Indigenous
communities in South Australia to protect and manage cultural heritage and engage in
projects that reconnect and reaffirm cultural identity for Indigenous peoples.
He is currently a CI (network participant) for the Australian Research Council Special
Research Initiative (CI: Prof Aileen Moreton Robinson) 2003-2019.
The National Indigenous Research and Knowledge’s Network (NIRAKN) is a capacity
building network for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander researchers. He is the first
Aboriginal Australian to be awarded a PhD in Archaeology from Flinders University in
Adelaide Australia.

12:30–13:30| Lunch and art display
13:30–13:45| Launch of Writing from Below Special Edition 2018 “Space and Place”
Location: Napier Lecture Theatre 102
Announcement of Writing From Below Special Edition 2019
“Past, Present and Future”
13:45–15:00| Session 2, Stream 1: Expectations
Location: Napier Lecture Theatre 102

13:45–13:55: ten minutes allocated for session to introduce speakers and change
presentations
13:55–14:10: Speaker 1: Marianne Clausen, “The role of men in workplace equality”
In Australia, gendered patterns of paid employment and domestic/care work persist despite the
introduction of reforms such as paid parental leave and ‘right to request’ flexible work policies. These
reforms were designed to address the issues that arise when combining paid work and home life
(Pocock, Charlesworth, & Chapman, 2013). Recent figures from the Australian Bureau of Statistics
indicate gendered patterns of work and care, with men primarily occupied in paid employment,
whereas women’s time is shared between paid employment and domestic and care tasks. The
prevalence of men’s full-time employment suggests that men tend not to use flexible work. An
approach that may contribute to addressing gender inequality is increasing flexibility in men’s work
habits. This may allow men more opportunity to contribute to domestic and care tasks, which, in turn,
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could improve women’s availability to engage in paid work. This project will investigate some issues
related to men’s undertaking of flexible work in Australia.
Marianne is researching the personal, cultural and organisational factors that contribute to how men
engage with the workforce, with the aim of understanding the current structures that contribute to gender
inequality. Marianne’s work is supported by the Equal Opportunity Commission of South Australia.

14:25–14:40: Speaker 2: Jennefer Lyn L. Bagaporo, “Paralysing’ A Life Story Project:
Conflict and Displacement’s Effect on Filipino Men in Mindanao Philippines”
This paper presents how conflict and displacement ‘paralyses’ the construction of a man’s life-story
project. It draws upon qualitative research, employing multi-methods, conducted in Mindanao,
Philippines in 2018. Filipino men who have experienced internal displacement considered getting
married, having a family, and sending children to school as the most important life events for a man.
Reaching, constructing, and maintaining these life events required men’s performance of the
breadwinner role, a conventional gender role ascribed to men. The performance of the breadwinner
role is a central aspect of hegemonic masculinity in the Philippines, as the culture continues to adhere
to traditional gender roles for men and women (despite women’s high labour force participation). The
articulated important life events then, through the enactment of the breadwinner role, become a
venue for the visible performance of an approved Filipino masculinity. This paper proceeds to
explaining why the effect of conflict and displacement among Filipino men goes deeper than a ‘loss of
face’. The discontinuation or loss of work opportunities during and after conflict and displacement
interrupted the performance of the breadwinner role that in turn, disturbed Filipino men’s
construction and sustenance of the important life events in their projected life stories. Admitting to
not knowing where to begin, Filipino men also mentioned the experience of conflict and
displacement, as an important life event in that it disrupts the breadwinner role, causing a paralysis to
the other important life events in the Filipino men’s construction of their life-story project.
Jennefer Lyn L. Bagaporo is a PhD candidate in Gender Studies at the University of Adelaide. Her research
has been supported by an Australian Government RTP Scholarship, the 2018 Hugh Martin Weir Prize, the
Karen Halley Trust, and the School of Social Sciences Postgraduate Research Fieldwork and Travel Scheme.

14:25–14:40: Speaker 3: Joni Lariat, “Queering compulsory heterosexuality in Aceh”
This presentation focuses on theoretical understandings developed during four years of ethnographic
fieldwork undertaken in the long-contested province of Aceh in Indonesia. As Aceh’s turn towards
conservative and punitive interpretations of shari’ah principles has intensified in recent years, the
sexual lives and gender expression of Acehnese people has come under the scrutiny of the state and
the focus of intra-community surveillance. While homosexual men and waria (transgender women)
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have attracted the harshest treatment under this new legal framework, with numerous instances of
raids and public caning in the last two years, it has also produced a pervasive surveillance and control
of heterosexual social interactions. The intersections of how compulsory heterosexuality is enforced,
whilst queer identities are suppressed, offers critical insight into the limits of shari’ah, in its current
interpretation, to contain sexuality and gender in Aceh.
This presentation explores a series of everyday performances, articulated by young heterosexualidentifying cisgender women, which deliberately crafted moments of fleeting queer visibility. These
performances often incorporated my queer presence to wage critical and provocative social
commentary during occasions where we were the subject of intense surveillance. I reflect on these
moments to examine the reproduction of social norms, identities, and power in contemporary Aceh,
whilst also asking what such moments might tell us about how queer can be used as an analytic by
queer anthropologists in their fieldwork engagements.
Joni Lariat has recently been awarded a PhD in Anthropology from Curtin University in Perth, Western
Australia. Her research interests include the lived experiences of sexuality and gender diverse individuals
and communities in Indonesia, and how queer approaches to ethnographic practice can push both Queer
Theory and Anthropology in unexpected and illuminating directions.

14:40–14:50: Discussion
13:45–14:50| Session 2, Stream 2: Law and Policy
Location: Napier Seminar Room 108

13:45–13:55: ten minutes allocated for session to introduce speakers and change
presentations
13:55–14:10: Speaker 1: Valeria Coscini, “Taking a Principled Approach to Assessing
Regional and international Jurisprudence on Sexuality and Gender-Identity”
This paper aims to present a novel model, a set of principles that embrace complexity, for assessing
how international and regional human rights jurisprudence on sexuality and gender-identity rights has
developed, and how it can be improved. These principles that will be used to assess the
jurisprudence. The model has been developed based upon research from both empirical and
theoretical sources. International and regional human rights jurisprudence forms a practical basis for
tracing the evolution of sexuality and gender-identity rights over time. International political
developments on these rights are relatively recent and change is gradual. Jurisprudence on these
rights exists from 1955, far earlier than any other form of consideration by other regional or
international institutions and is therefore a key source for determining the development in
interpreting sexuality and gender-identity rights. The jurisprudence provides key insights into how
sexuality and gender-identity rights have been interpreted and implemented regionally and
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internationally over time. This paper includes a presentation on the principles and the guidelines that
detail how each principle will be assessed in the jurisprudence. This paper will also outline the key
findings of the empirical and theoretical research that underpinned the selection of these principles.
It will also outline how the principles will be used to assess selected cases from the jurisprudence.
Valeria Coscini is a PhD candidate at the Australian National University. Her PhD thesis is entitled ‘Taking a
Principled Approach to Embracing Complexity: A Review of International and Regional Jurisprudence on
Sexuality and Gender-Identity Rights’. This thesis will examine and trace the development of legal cases on
sexuality and gender-identity rights in regional and international jurisprudence.

14:10–14:25: Speaker 2: Ella Kuskoff, “Policy, progress, and (male) privilege:
Conceptualisations of gender in Queensland’s domestic violence policy”
As a rapidly growing social issue, domestic violence is of immediate and increasing relevance to
policymakers worldwide. Feminist scholarship highlights the benefits of taking a gendered approach
to domestic violence policy, demonstrating that non-gendered policies often contain inherent barriers
preventing them from addressing domestic violence in practice. Yet to be examined, however, is the
extent to which explicitly gendered domestic violence policies, too, may contain barriers that limit the
potential benefits of a gendered approach. Recognising the demonstrated benefits of policies
adopting a gendered conceptualisation of domestic violence, we employ a critical discourse analysis
methodology to examine the assumptions embedded in explicitly gendered domestic violence policy.
We draw data from contemporary domestic violence policies in Queensland due to the state’s recent
‘gendered’ domestic violence policy reforms. Our findings suggest that Queensland’s gendered policy
is underpinned by dominant assumptions that reinforce ideas of men’s superiority and power over
women. This serves to significantly undermine the policy’s own key message advocating for the
improved treatment of women. These findings suggest that the potential benefits of a gendered
approach to domestic violence policy may be undermined by a lack of deep engagement with the
broader patriarchal social structures that facilitate power imbalances between women and men. In
failing to adequately engage with and address deeply embedded structural gender inequalities,
ostensibly gendered domestic violence policies may inadvertently reinforce the very gender
differences they aim to correct.
Ella Kuskoff is a PhD Candidate at the Institute for Social Science Research, The University of Queensland.
Ella Kuskoff is a PhD Candidate at the Institute for Social Science Research, The University of
Her PhD research is titled ‘Achieving cultural change through policy: An analysis of state interventions in
Queensland. Her PhD research is titled ‘Achieving cultural change through policy: An analysis of state
cultural aspects of domestic violence’. She is interested in issues surrounding gender, disadvantage, and
interventions in cultural aspects of domestic violence’. She is interested in issues surrounding gender,
social policy.
disadvantage, and social policy.
.

14:25–14:40: Speaker 3: Emily Ireland, “Examining the connected legal identities of
married litigants”
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Blackstone famously described husband and wife, under the common law doctrine of coverture, as
‘one person at law’. At common law, a wife could not sue without the attachment of her husband to
the suit. However, much recent scholarship demonstrates that eighteenth-century wives were able to
assert their own separate legal personhood in both equity and ecclesiastical courts. The unified
identity of husband and wife, and indeed the patriarchal order of the household, was interrupted and
sometimes obliterated by inter-spousal suits brought to the Court of Chancery by married women
against their husbands. Here, the emphasis was not on the unity of husband and wife, but the unity of
married female litigant and her ‘next friend’, by whom she was obliged to sue according to Chancery’s
rule. In theory, the next friend, often also the married female litigant’s trustee, facilitated a wife’s
exercise of legal autonomy. In reality, the next friend could act as either help or hindrance to a wife,
who was often separated from or abandoned by her husband. The relationships, both social and legal,
of a married female plaintiff and her next friend and trustees will be explored through examination of
a Chancery litigant named Anne Colemore, a remarried businesswoman whose 1729 suit against her
husband shaped Chancery’s separate estate jurisprudence. 1 Her trustee and next friend, Humphry
Morice (slave trader, Bank of England Governor, “fraudster”, 2 ) was so indebted by his death that
within a term his widow, Katherine, was facing suits at common law and equity of over £100000.
Anne and Katherine’s legal lives culminated in a 1737 House of Lords case. 3 This case study
demonstrates the practical complexities of negotiating exceptions to coverture. It further shows that
Chancery suits exemplifying these relationships could set important precedent, thus affecting the
substantive law and invoking legal change.
Emily is a third year PhD student at the University of Adelaide Law School. Her research concerns married
women's litigation in the eighteenth-century English Court of Chancery. Before moving to Australia, Emily
completed an LLM at University College London and an LLB at the University of Manchester. Her first
publication, 'Rebutting the Presumption: Rethinking the Common Law Principle of Marital Coercion in
Eighteenth- and Nineteenth-Century England' was published in the Journal of Legal History in February
2019. Emily has also conducted research for the South Australian Law Reform Institute..

14:40–14:50: Discussion
14:50–15:05| Afternoon Tea
15:05–16:05| Queering the Museum: documenting LGBTIQ+ lives at the History Trust of
South Australia
Location: Napier Lecture Theatre 102
Nikki Sullivan is Curator of the Migration Museum in Adelaide, South Australia. She is

also Honorary Associate Professor of Critical and Cultural Studies in the Department of
Media, Music, Communication and Cultural Studies at Macquarie University. Nikki has a
long held interest in sexuality and body modification and has published widely on both.
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Her book ‘A Critical Introduction to Queer Theory’ was published by NYU press in 2003.
Craig Middleton is the Manager of the Centre of Democracy in Adelaide, South Australia.

His research and practice explores political histories and histories of activism, LGBTIQ+
histories, and critical museology. In 2018 he was awarded a George Alexander Foundation
Fellowship to investigate how American museum explore political history and activism
through exhibitions, programs, and education.

16:05–17:00| Session 3, Stream 1: Literature
Location: Napier Lecture Theatre 102

16:00–16:10: ten minutes allocated for session to introduce speakers and change
presentations
16:10–16:25: Speaker 1: Alex Henderson, “Queer Allegory (And Queer Actuality) in
‘Every Heart A Doorway’”
Seanan McGuire’s 2016 novella Every Heart a Doorway stars a cast of “misfit” young adults who have
returned from Chronicles of Narnia-esque portal fantasy adventures and are having trouble adjusting
to life back in the so-called real world. The main characters all found an emotional “home” in their
respective fantasy worlds, many using them to explore and embrace their gender identity or escape
the prescriptive gendered norms enforced on them in their ordinary lives—norms which are
continually enforced by well-meaning but harmfully-misunderstanding adults once they return. The
main characters form a community based on their shared experiences and aspirations once they find
one another, and the novel ultimately rejects the idea that they should “return to normal”.
The core cast represents various queer identities, but McGuire also weaves an effective queer
allegory through the fantasy element of the text. In this paper I will explore what exactly a queer
allegory is, how it has historically been used in (and read into) older works of speculative fiction, and
how speculative fiction can be a productive but also problematic space to explore themes o
marginalised identity and selfhood. From this, I will analyse McGuire’s use of queer allegory within
the novel, both where it succeeds and where it has issues; and how it is ultimately strengthened by
the main cast being explicitly queer themselves, so the themes are more grounded and resonant
rather than existing only in metaphor.
Alex Henderson is a PhD candidate at the University of Canberra. Her creative thesis explores the ways
writers can play with familiar tropes and archetypes for the purpose of social commentary and diverse
narratives, with particular focus on depictions of gender roles and the representation of LGBTQIA+
characters.
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16:25–16:35: Speaker 2: Chloe Cannell, “The Rise of Queer YA Short Story
Anthologies”
Queer YA (young adult) fiction is on the rise, providing ever-more representation of LGBTQIA+
characters in mainstream publishing, but historically these stories have overwhelmingly featured
cisgender white male characters without disabilities. The demand for more diverse LGBTQIA+ stories
has prompted the rise of published queer YA short story anthologies. The latest anthology set to
release this year is a landmark collection of YA short stories by LGBTQIA+ Australian authors called
Kindred: A Queer LoveOzYA Anthology edited by Michael Earp. The stories and authors reflect people
of diverse genders, sexualities and identities including those who identify as First Nations, people of
colour and disabled. This presentation will map the history of queer YA anthologies, notably in
Australia and the US, including contemporary releases and compare the representation of varying
genders, sexualities and identities. While I acknowledge the great work of speculative fiction in this
area, I will focus on YA realism fiction. The growth of queer YA anthologies presents numerous
possibilities, challenges and concerns including (but not limited to): providing representation to
LGBTQIA+ and questioning young adults, greater opportunities for marginalised authors, exploring
queer tropes and assumptions, the identities of authors and their eligibility to tell stories, and the
position of anthologies in the YA publishing market. I consider if queer YA anthologies reflect a push
towards more intersectional representation of LGBTQIA+ characters and authors across the
publishing industry, or a simple, small solution to representing diverse voices in a wider, whiter and
straighter publishing industry.
Chloe Cannell is a PhD candidate at the University of South Australia. Her creative writing research focuses
on young adult literature and queer writing.

16:35–16:50: Speaker 3: Jacqueline Dickin, “Misery Memoirs and Violence: exploring
the role of the ‘survivor’ in Working Class Boy”
Since 2012 the ‘Counting Dead Women Project’ has researched and collated every ‘femicide’
nationally, in May of 2019 20 women had been killed in Australia. Meanwhile, Cold Chisel front-man
Jimmy Barnes’s memoir of violence, drugs and abuse Working Class Boy sold 16,266 copies in its first
week of publication and continues to top Australian best-seller lists. In this paper I argue that Working
Class Boy contributes to the normalisation of gender-based violence both in Australia’s cultural past
and its present. Further, I use this memoir to explore the complexities of how neoliberal life narrative
and popular ‘misery memoir’ deploy the individualist role of the ‘survivor’ in memoirs of genderbased violence. Working Class Boy emerges out of a rich global market for ‘misery memoir’ or ‘misery
literature’ which constructs a melodrama of suffering and redemption around ethically simplified
conflicts of good versus evil. Crucially, the aim of misery memoirs is not to make the personal political
but to sell the pain of others as entertainment (Rothe 2011, 93). As I argue, although Working Class
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Boy appears proximate to politics by engaging in discourse around gender-based violence and toxic
masculinity the memoir lacks political analysis. By deploying the individualist role of the ‘survivor’ this
life narrative obscures the complex issue of gender-based violence in favour of a simplified story of
good triumphing over evil.
Jacqueline Dickin is a PhD Candidate in Life Narrative at Flinders University. She is an organising member of
the International Autobiography Association Students and New Scholars’ Network (IABA SNS), an
organising member the Flinders WHIP Postgraduate Association, and a member of the Flinders Life
Narrative Research Group.

16:50–17:00: Discussion
16:05–17:00| Session 3, Stream 2: Education
Location: Napier Seminar Room 108

16:30–16:40: ten minutes allocated for session to introduce speakers and change
presentations
16:10–16:25: Speaker 1: Lizzie Maughan, “What about the children? Ethics in gender
research with young children”
Drawing on my own experience of institutional ethics (both University HBREC and the South
Australian Department for Education), I present the types of questions and concerns that are posed in
response to applications for researching young children and gender. I discuss the tensions between
these ethical concerns with broader questions of ethics relating to such issues around children’s voice
and agency. How does the gatekeeping in institutional ethics limit research and knowledge
production?
Lizzie’s research focuses on early childhood and gender through a layering of queer theory and indigenous
knowledges. Motivated by social justice and framed by the new sociology of childhood, Lizzie’s research
seeks to answer the question, how do children respond and engage with queer perspectives of gender?
Follow Lizzie on twitter @lizziemaughan.

16:25–16:40: Speaker 2: Rowaida Sleem, “South Australian young people’s safer sex
practices and the influence of parental and school sex education”
In 2016, South Australian (SA) Health Department urged South Australians to practice safer sex due to
the rise of STIs especially among young people aged between 20-24 years. Using an explanatory
sequential mixed methods design, this study examined SA young people’s safer sex practices and
sexual behaviour. It also examined the influence of parental or school sex education on their safer sex
behaviour. The results showed that 91% of SA young people aged between 18-24 years considered
themselves as sexually active. A condom or dental dam was “never used” among participants who
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had one sexual partner in the last 6 months. 66% of sexually active young people reported that they
never attended health clinics for an STI test. 41% of SA young people indicated that their parents
never talked to them about using safer sex practices. Young people found the school sex education
programs offered in high school as somewhat useful in providing information about safer sex. Our
findings carry implications for further strengthening the school sex education programs and
empowering parents-teenage sexual communication. It also suggests further health promotion
programs to encourage SA young people to attend sexual health clinics and services.
Rowaida is a casual academic staff at Flinders University. She is also a postgraduate student at Flinders
University, College of Education. Her thesis is under examination. Rowaida’s research examined South
Australian young people’s safer sex intention and the influence of parental and school sex education.

16:40–16:55: Speaker 3: Jayme Wearn, “Gender equality in secondary schools and
STEM “
In Australia, progress around gender equality in education appears to be in a ‘stuck’ place (Staley,
2018; Lather, 1998). In directly confronting the dominant discourses that produce and reproduce
gender inequality, particularly in secondary schools, it is necessary to interrogate and explore what
Foucault understood as a ‘truth regime’ -- a kind of scientism which has allowed gendered power
inequities to proliferate and flourish. Three dominant narratives emerging from current educational
trends provide opportunities for this interrogation: the current push for women to participate in
STEM and STEM careers, and the ‘leaky pipeline’ that sees high rates of attrition (Clark Blickenstaff,
2005); the narrative around ‘failing boys’ and the steps being taken to help boys succeed (Ringrose,
2007; Ringrose, 2012); and finally, the neurophysiological and biosocial explanations of purported sex
differences in learning (Eliot, 2013; Fine, 2017; Pitts-Taylor, 2016; Youdell, 2017). In locating these
narratives within the broader social context, there is the potential to dismantle somewhat, the
scaffolding which supports, enables and reproduces gender inequality. Plasticity, and epigenetics, as
well as other physiological manifestations of injustice, create a complex narrative that requires a
genuinely critical analysis. A new materialist reading of critical pedagogy will be used allows for a
critical pedagogy which genuinely considers the material and corporeal effect of educational practises
which perpetuate binary thinking and gendered stereotypes.
Jayme is a part-time PhD student and a full-time secondary school teacher. She is currently researching,
and concerned about, the use of science and discourse to reproduce gender inequities and binaries in
school education, and, ultimately, what can be done about that.

16:55–17:00: Discussion
17:00| Close
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Tuesday 24th September
Wellbeing Location: Napier 144
08:30–09:00| Registration
09:00–09:15| Acknowledgement of Country
09:15–10:30| Session 4, Stream 1: Interactions and the Mainstream
Location: Napier Lecture Theatre 102

09:15–09:25: ten minutes allocated for session to introduce speakers and change
presentations
09:25–09:40: Speaker 1: Angelique Joy, “Binary Infractions and Transcendental
Resistance”
Gender theory proposes that gender is not inherently ‘Female’ or ‘Male’, but that the act of
performing either ‘She’ or ‘He’ however it is currently acceptable to do so, makes it so. Gender
theorists describe gender as something we ‘Do’, not something we inherently ‘Are’ or ‘Have’, with
‘Gender’ being described as nothing more than a culturally constructed boundary; a boundary we
could choose to transcend; an empowering notion. The foundations of language, and the culture we
exist within, define and govern how our ‘Gender’ is allowed to be performed, how our gendered act is
allowed to be played and what rules we must abide by. Rules that bind us. Rules that restrict an
inhibit all that we could be. Rules that allow only a single story of ‘She’ or ‘He’. This body of work is
motivated by the hypothesis that we could transcend gender based oppression by disrupting and
resisting those rules, specifically the rules that govern our outward expression of ‘Gender’.
Using the visual language of photography and moving image, created through action research,
journaling, and reflexive data collection, this body of work will offer a narrative; a narrative of
resistance, one that transcends binary gendered boundaries through binary infractions.
Angelique Joy is a multidisciplinary artist, and cultural producer, working primarily with the construction of
visual narrative. Her work utilises photography, set construction, costume design, text, and video
installation to explore key aspects of identity formation, and to question societal frameworks with the
intent to disrupt them.

09:40–09:55: Speaker 2: kerry Price, “Re-envisaging the utility and intersectionality of
Camp”
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The re-turn to the often-recognisable but ineffable aestheticism of ‘Camp/camp’ in recent years has
seen its potential as social, political, and pedagogical work re- envisaged in an era of Trump, Putin,
May, the Sultan of Brunei, and Australia’s many contributions to the shifting global precarity of queer
folks. This ‘re-turn’ has seen ‘Camp: Notes on Fashion’ as the theme for the 2019 Met Gala, inspired
by Susan Sontag’s (1964) Notes on Camp, resulting in fresh interest and uptake of the
term/concept/aesthetic by a broader and younger population. It’s not this ‘popular’ event I wish to
analyse, but the images and histories this moment produced from a historically queer artefact: Camp.
By unpacking the ‘appearance’ (who showed up and who showed up) of attendees, I draw attention
to the inclusions, silences and absences represented by this globally recognised fundraising event; to
unpack the intersectional potentiality of ‘camp’ as term/concept/aestheticism/analytic, and its queer
histories in our time.
kerry is a PhD candidate in the School of Sociology, ANU. Coming from a research background in education,
gender and sexuality, their research interests include gender, sexuality, education, queer theory, and
performance and cultural studies. Their current research is focused on the political, social and pedagogical
potentialities of camp.

09:55–10:10: Speaker 3: Shawna Marks, “Where did the feminists go? Tracking shifts
away from feminist thinking in research on sport, masculinity and sexual violence.”
Critical studies on Men and Masculinities and the Sociology of Sport and Gender were firmly rooted in
feminist research outcomes and principles when the disciplines emerged throughout the 1990s. Over
time these research areas have shifted away from their feminist beginnings towards “profeminist” or
institutional approaches, and some influential researchers reject feminist thinking altogether. The
apparent epistemological backlash against feminist theorising in these disciplines is especially
alarming in research on sport, masculinity and sexual violence which requires a feminist lens to
understand key questions of gendered power. The shift away from feminist framing is a major
criticism of both disciplines that is potentially representative of a wider backlash against feminist
thinking and research. Our current political moment requires feminist approaches more than ever,
especially on key issues such as sexual violence. In an era when more survivors of sexual violence are
speaking up due to movements like #MeToo and women’s roles within sport are increasing, a return
to feminist scholarship on sport, masculinity and sexual violence is timely.
Shawna Marks writes and researches on feminism, masculinity, heterosexuality, violence against women,
sport and other popular cultures, and issues within higher education. Her doctoral research focuses on the
social construction of masculinity and heterosexuality in Australian football and the intersection of sport,
masculinity and sexual violence.

10:10–10:25: Speaker 4: Christina Mammone, “The Threat From The Womb: Teenage
Pregnancy As A Security Threat In Post-Conflict Sierra Leone”
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2002 marked the official conclusion to eleven years of brutal and violent internal fighting that had
eclipsed Sierra Leone. The civil war over time gained significant infamy due to normalization of
abhorrent and inhumane tactics, in particular, the indiscriminate use of rape and other forms of
sexual violence as a weapon against females, civilian and combatant. As a direct response to the
sexual violence both groups of women became involved in transactional sex as a method of selfpreservation and currency during and immediately after the war. Nearly twenty years on,
transactional sex remains a thriving industry. What had initially been created in an effort to escape
the violence of the war has become an avenue in which teenage girls can exercise agency and
financial independence. However, due to a lack of education regarding reproduction and safe sexual
practices Sierra Leone has now begun to buckle under the pressure resulting from a spike in teenage
pregnancies. This is evidenced by an expanding literature on the ways in which teenage pregnancy
has serious social, economic and health repercussion for those involved. This paper argues that in
post-conflict countries like Sierra Leone, these repercussions have far-reaching implications beyond
the individual and society, affecting state stability and security. It considers how these compounding
issues resulting from teenage pregnancy impact the stability of post-conflict peace in the country.
More importantly, it seeks to establish whether teenage pregnancy should be considered a legitimate
threat to long- term peace in a once ravaged country like Sierra Leone.
A PhD Candidate at Flinders University, Christina has consistently focused her research on the limitation of
international humanitarian efforts in post- conflict countries, and providing recommendations. Presently,
Christina’s research explores transitional justice in Sierra Leone to ascertain the effectiveness or lack of, in
transitional justice’s efforts for long-term sustainable peace.

10:25–10:40: Speaker 5: Clara Santilli, “Sexy Space Archaeologists: transgressing
heteronormative sexuality in the New Whovian Universe”
Archaeologists in film and television have long been a fascination for a wide range of audiences
because, in the popular imagination, we are figures of romance, adventure and the unknown. These
stereotypes in modern popular culture have been perpetuated by the legendary Indiana Jones and
tomb raider Lara Croft; real-life examples such as Howard Carter enjoyed the mystique attached to
describing oneself as an archaeologist. In the case of female archaeologists, Lara Croft from
epitomises the femme fatale, played by Hollywood beauties like Angelina Jolie, yet is expected to
function within the machismo atmosphere surrounded by her male counterparts during her Indiana
Jones-style adventures. In the Indiana Jones movies, women have always played a secondary role to
the hero and conformed largely to expected masculine and feminine archetypes; the male is the
scholar and adventurer – archaeologist, and the female is relegated to assistant or companion.
This presentation demonstrates how far the portrayal of sex and gender roles for amateur (tombraiding) time agents and for professional archaeologists has progressed, in contrast to the Indiana
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Jones franchise, in the modern reboot of the BBC science fiction television show Doctor Who, (and its
spin-off, Torchwood). With the two major characters that this paper proposes to explore, Doctor Who
introduced two openly non-heterosexual characters; first the rogue time agent, Captain Jack Harkness
(John Barrowman) in 2005 and then Professor of Archaeology, River Song (Alex Kingston) in 2008.
John Barrowman in real life is an openly gay role model, and actress Alex Kingston has played a
lesbian archaeologist, Dr Blanche Mottershead, in BBC’s second series of the rebooted Upstairs,
Downstairs (2012). In both her roles as a archaeologist, Alex Kingston has flipped gender norms and
played to the female and male gaze; however in Doctor Who, until 2015, she reacts to the Doctor in a
heteronormative capacity.
Clara Santilli is a postgraduate archaeology student at Flinders University. When not indulging her love of
science communication and researching issues around accessibility, diversity and inclusion in archaeology
and her activism within disability culture, it’s safe to bet she’ll be watching Doctor Who.

10:40–10:50: Discussion
10:50–11:00| Morning Tea
11:00–12:00| Keynote: Dr Lucy Nicholas
Location: Napier Lecture Theatre 102
Lucy Nicholas is Associate Professor of Gender and Sexualities at Western Sydney
University.Their first book drew on 1970s feminist speculative fiction, inter-war feminist
work, ‘second wave’, ‘third wave’, poststructuralist and queer theory all together to
engage with arguments for genderless utopia. This received a special commendation for
the Raewyn Connell Prize for the best first book in Australian Sociology. They have since
completed a second, co-authored book, on the revival of the concept of masculinism for
contemporary social and political issues, and published extensively in gender, feminist,
and sociology journals. They have just finished editing a special issue on Non-binary and
genderqueer genders. Their PhD was awarded at University of Edinburgh where they
worked before moving to University of Portsmouth and then to Australia, and they were
awarded an Office of Learning and Teaching Citation for Outstanding Contributions to
Student Learning in 2015 and a Vice-Chancellor’s Award for Research Excellence (Early
Career) in 2017.

12:00–13:05| Session 5, Stream 1: Identity
Location: Napier Lecture Theatre 102
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12:00–12:10: ten minutes allocated for session to introduce speakers and change
presentations
12:10–12:25: Speaker 1: Sarah McDonald, “I think she wants me to have a better life
than what she did”: Incorporating multi-generational classed and gendered narratives
into First-in-Family girls’ subjectivities.”
Girls who are the first-in-their-family (FIF) to attend university may contend with significant barriers
during their education such as financial difficulties and substantial work or family commitments, as
well as feeling out of place within the university space (O’Shea 2014). While many girls in Australia
experience education differently to previous generations, the current narrative around the success of
girls obscures their highly differentiated experiences due to intersections of gender, class and
ethnicity. My research examines the experiences of twenty-two FIF girls from diverse schooling
sectors in Adelaide as they transition into their first year of university. Central to the analysis is an
exploration of how these young women’s experiences influence their gendered identities as they
intersect with class. Building on the theory of possible selves, where it is argued that we internally
imagine multiple future versions of ourselves which have motivational power (Harrison 2018), I
theorise that the young women in my study incorporate into their identities a possible self which is
not their own, but rather that of their mothers. I argue that the young women come to make sense of
their subject positionings within the university space through a multi-generational narrative of
gendered and classed oppression, which includes the retrospectively imagined possible selves of their
mothers. In this way, becoming university students fulfils the hopes of not only the self, but of the
previously-unimagined possible selves of previous generations, so that the young women come to
understand themselves, and their families and wider communities, as subjects of value.

Sarah McDonald is a PhD candidate in the School of Education at UniSA. Her doctoral research focuses on
how the intersection between gender and class interacts with higher education, and how this interaction
impacts upon the construction of feminine identities for young women transitioning into university.

.
12:25–12:40: Speaker 2: Danny Wardle, “‘How long have you felt like this?’: Identity,
Temporality and Legitimacy”
This presentation explores the temporal aspect of identity. Our experience of time is not an objective
phenomenon, but rather a subjective process which is influenced by our cognitive states. The gender,
cultural, religious and sexual identities of individuals are known to change over time. In cases where
one expresses a shift in their identity expression, time is frequently treated as equivalent to
authenticity and legitimacy. The question, “How long have you felt like this?”, is mistakenly used as a
measure of a legitimate claim to an identity. The temporal aspect of knowledge construction is
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partially responsible for the use of problematic terms such as “early and late onset” gender
dysphoria, as opposed to “early and late awareness”. Time is also used as a tool to deny an
individual’s right to publicly shift their cultural identity, even in cases where they are denied the right
to their true self-identity. For example, the oppression of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples
has led to cases where people may only discover their cultural and ethnic identity later in life. In many
cases where an individual’s identity changes significantly at an older age, they experience a traumatic
‘loss of time’. This presentation will conclude with the argument that every intersection of identity is
located in time as well as space, along with some remarks on avenues for future research.
Danny Wardle is a MPhil candidate at the University of Adelaide. Danny’s philosophical research focuses on
the metaphysical persistence of objects through time. This research explores problem cases that arise for
different accounts of persistence, such as the possibility of time travel and the persistence of quantum
objects.

12:40–12:55: Speaker 3: Marija Peričić, “The economics of identity transformation:
the strange case of J.T. LeRoy”
The J.T. LeRoy hoax of the late ’90s and early 2000s was the longest-running, and most celebrityfuelled literary identity hoax of recent decades. LeRoy, purportedly a transgender, HIV-positive, drugusing teenage sex-worker, published several auto-fictional texts that enjoyed widespread acclaim and
a cult-like following, including by a number of Hollywood celebrities. LeRoy routinely declined face-toface interviews and only ever appeared in public disguised in a wig and sunglasses, which he claimed
to be wearing due to acute social anxiety and in order to hide HIV-related facial lesions. In public,
LeRoy was always accompanied by a middle-aged woman named ‘Speedie’, who spoke on his behalf
and claimed to be his manager. In 2006, LeRoy’s true identity was unmasked, whereupon it was
revealed that the ‘LeRoy’ who appeared in public was actually a young woman named Savannah
Knoop, and it was Knoop’s half-brother’s girlfriend, Laura Albert, appearing as ‘Speedie’, who had
written the texts. In this paper I will consider ways that passing manifests in LeRoy’s novel, Sarah
(2000), and in the LeRoy hoax. I will argue that the discourse of passing in both the hoax and the text
reveals the quietly multidirectional and complex undercurrents of power at play in society. (LeRoy,
although a male-to-female transgender individual, was generally referred to as ‘he’, as I will here.)
Marija Peričić is a creative writing PhD student at the University of Melbourne. Her research topic is literary
hoaxes and trauma. Her first novel, The Lost Pages, won the 2017 Vogel Award, and the 2018 SMH Best
Young Novelist Award.

12:55–13:05: Discussion
12:00–13:05| Session 5, Stream 2: Health Care
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Location: Napier Seminar Room 108

12:00–12:10: ten minutes allocated for session to introduce speakers and change
presentations
12:10–12:25: Speaker 1: Eden Dowers, “Virtually Trans: An Ethnographic study of an
Australian Facebook Group”
Social network sites are the primary means by which trans and gender diverse people meet, enabling
community contact and information exchange. This study considers the meaning of participation in a
secret Facebook group for trans and gender diverse adults within Australia. A peer ethnographic
methodology was used to study the Melbourne-based group listed under the pseudonym ‘Virtually
Trans’. Twelve qualitative in-depth interviews with Virtually Trans group members were conducted
and transcribed. Interview transcripts were thematically analysed. Interview data was supplemented
with field notes written throughout online participation over an eight-month period to provide a
richness and contextual account of the data. Three major themes were developed from the data
analysis. Firstly, experiences outside of Virtually Trans, most notably within health care settings, were
perceived to be unsafe. Secondly, practices of care within Virtually Trans conferred a sense of kinship
and identity affirmation. Finally, Virtually Trans enabled localised peer information exchange. Virtually
Trans is not a neutral platform of self-performance but a safe(r) environment for expanding the
gendered possibilities of who and how people may become. This study highlights the importance of a
secret Facebook group in filling care, information and resource gaps experienced within a major
metropolitan setting. The implications of these finding are discussed with reference to peer health
navigation and trans-affirming health care guideline.
Eden is a non-binary PhD candidate seeking to centre narratives of trans existence and resilience. Their PhD
explores the determinants of trans possibility and liveability in regional and rural Victoria

12:25–12:40: Speaker 2: Kathy Radoslovich, “‘We just had to make the best of it’:
Reconstructing heterosexual intimacy in residential aged care”
A marriage is an institution full of changes and transitions. From the early days of romance, to the
formalization in a wedding, to settling into a routine of companionship, to the inevitable end from
death or divorce, marriage is not a static experience, nor a universal one. The experience of marriage
is shaped by events across the couple’s life course as well as the social institutions that impact our
personal stories. It is fair to say that few people go into marriage thinking about how it will end, but
undoubtedly all marriages do, and the journey to that end can take many paths. Australia’s
population is ageing, which is allowing older people to maintain intimate relationships, including
marriages, into later life.
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However, later life is often accompanied by health challenges that result in older people accessing
aged care services, including residential aged care. Whether one or both partners are living in
residential aged care, engaging with these services presents significant changes and challenges to
older people’s experiences of sexuality and intimacy. This paper will look at how residential aged care
impacts on the experience of intimacy, sexuality and relationships within the context of heterosexual
marriages. Drawing on qualitative research conducted at three South Australian residential aged care
facilities, it considers the transitions that living in care brings, from diagnosis to adjustment to death,
and how institutional environments impact on the (re)constructions of intimacy among older
heterosexual couples.
Kathy Radoslovich is a final year PhD candidate in the discipline of Sociology, Criminology and Gender
Studies at the University of Adelaide, and is the Director of Learning at St Mark’s College. Kathy is
passionate about improving community services. She has a background as a youth worker in residential
environments.

12:40–12:55: Speaker 3: Temitope Olasunkanmi-Alimi, “African Migrant Women
Working In the Australian Aged Care Sector”
The lived experiences of African migrant women are distinctively unique from those of Australians.
Their experiences range from unemployment, poverty and welfare dependency, downward career
progression to discrimination in the service industry and all facets of life. My study makes the
argument that the contributions of African migrant women have been rendered ‘invisible’ and they
experience ‘micro-aggressions’ in the Australian aged care workforce despite being an important
cohort with increasing prevalence. I adopt a critical race, whiteness and intersectional approach to
understand the lived experiences of 30 women from selected African countries working in the aged
care sector in Australia. The significance of my study lies in its pursuit of understanding the nature,
context and types of racialised discrimination experienced by African migrant women at the micro
level (interactions) and at the macro level (institutional racism) in the aged care sector. In summary,
my study contributes immensely to the scant research done on experiences of African carers in
Australia and brings to the fore embedded care and power relations between workers, co-workers,
clients and managers and its impact on the experience of work for African migrant women.
Temitope Olasunkanmi-Alimi is from Nigeria, Africa. She is a second year post graduate student in Flinders
University and their area of interest is Sociology of Work—looking at women in work, migration and
ageing, critical race, whiteness theory and Intersectionality.

12:55–13:05: Discussion
13:05–13:45| Lunch and art display
13:45–14:45| Panel: The Future(s) of Gender: Possibilities, Provocations and Practicalities of
Gender into the 21st Century
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Location: Napier Lecture Theatre 102

A panel of invited established, early career and student researchers will engage in a
moderated discussion exploring the possibilities for the future(s) of gender. This panel
invites us to consider the possibilities for the future(s) of gender: from a history of
binary notions of gender to more expansive conceptions including a multiplicity of
genders, or to a genderless society. It seeks to further the conversation and explore
different ways gender may be understood, experienced or even discarded in the
years to come. It encourages us to reflect on the past to guide the future. It asks us
to interrogate the role of gender as a discipline/topic in universities and other
institutions. It brings discussion of the challenges and gains we foresee and hope for,
and the most effective ways to engage with them. The audience will also be invited to
ask questions.
Moderator
Dr Cassandra Loeser | University of South Australia

Dr Cassandra Loeser is a Lecturer in Research Education and Co-Director of the newly
created Research Network for Studies in Gender, Sexualities and Equity in the School
of Creative Industries, University of South Australia. She has presented and published
widely in the fields of disability, masculinities and sexualities. Recent publications
include Loeser, C., Crowley, V. and Pini, B. (2017) Disability and Masculinities:
Corporeality, Pedagogy and the Critique of Otherness (Palgrave MacMillan); Loeser, C.
Pini, B. and Crowley, V. (2017) ‘Disability and sexuality: Desires and pleasures’,
Sexualities; Karioris, F.G. and Loeser, C.(eds) (2015) Reimagining Masculinities:
Beyond Masculinist Epistemology (Inter-Disciplinary Press). Cassandra has a long
history teaching in gender studies, sociology, communication and cultural studies, and
social inquiry methods. She continues to research in and across the fields of gender
and sexualities, disability studies, bodies and embodiments, and more recently, higher
and doctoral education.
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Panellists:
Dr Monique Mulholland | Flinders University

My research works with feminist, queer and post-colonial/critical race theory to
explore young people’s negotiations and experiences of gender, sex and sexuality
norms, subjectivities and identities. My recent book is titled Young People and
Pornography: Young People Negotiate Pornification (2013, Palgrave Macmillan), and
latest articles include Race and Sexuality: Colonial Ghosts and Contemporary
Orientalisms (The Palgrave Handbook of Ethnicity, 2019). In particular, my research is
undertaken with community partners with a focus on strategies, interventions and
resource production to tackle issues of gender, sex and race inequality. My current
projects include 1) ‘What Works?’ Sexuality, Intergenerational Negotiations and MultiCultural Multi-Faith Communities and 2) ‘In The Moment’: A whole school approach to
confront sexism where and when it occurs. I am a member of the executive
committee of the Australian Womens’ and Gender Studies Association.
Troy-Anthony Baylis

Troy-Anthony Baylis is a descendant of the Jawoyn people from the Northern
Territory and is also of Irish ancestry. He is an artist, curator, writer and
academic. His practice focuses on the sexual and gender diversities of Aboriginal
peoples, including himself, using drag as a destabilising strategy. His work has recently
been featured in the prestigious exhibition “The National 2019: new Australian
art” https://www.the-national.com.au/artists/troy-anthony-baylis/postcards/
Dr Anna Szorenyi

Representing the Fay Gale Centre for Gender Research
Dr Nikki Sullivan

Nikki Sullivan is Curator of the Migration Museum in Adelaide, South Australia. She is
also Honorary Associate Professor of Critical and Cultural Studies in the Department
of Media, Music, Communication and Cultural Studies at Macquarie University. Nikki
has a long held interest in sexuality and body modification and has published widely
on both. Her book ‘A Critical Introduction to Queer Theory’ was published by NYU
press in 2003.
14:45–15:00| Afternoon Tea
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15:00–15:30| Dr Michael Noble Book Launch and Writing From Below Special Memorial
Edition

15:30–16:30| Session 6: Future
Location: Napier Lecture Theatre 102

15:30–15:40: ten minutes allocated for session to introduce speakers and change
presentations
15:40–15:55: Speaker 1: Lizzy Emery, “Grab Your Pussy Hats: The subversions and
limitations of gendered symbology in a feminist protest object.”
In January 2017 Time Magazine featured the image of a pink ‘pussy-hat’ adorning its cover with the
headline The resistance rises: How a march becomes a movement. The pussy-hat had become a
symbolic protest object used within the Women’s March that took place in 2017 throughout the US
and subsequently in other countries including Australia. Made in response to Donald Trump’s
derogatory comments about “grabbing them [women] by the pussy,” the knitted pink pussy-hats
were created as a symbol of feminist protest against the newly elected President Trump. Historically a
disparaging description of weakness and effeminate behaviour, the term ‘pussy’ was also subverted
in the context of the pussy-hat to reclaim the word as a symbol of feminine power, rather than a term
of derision. While the pussy-hat became a unifying symbol of solidarity for some feminists, it has also
been viewed as problematic by others. The problematics of the pussy-hat as a symbol of feminist
protest are seen in its perceived racism (not all vulvas are pink) and transphobia (not all women have
vaginas). Seen on mass within the context of a protest march, the pussy-hat creates a striking image
as women march alongside each other with their uniform hats adorning their heads. However, the
unifying aspect of the pussy-hat can also be interpreted as limiting as it primarily includes white
cisgender women, while excluding women of colour and transgender women through the hats
reliance upon gendered and racialised symbology. This paper examines the subversive potential of
the pussy-hat as a feminist protest symbol, while also interrogating its limitations and boundaries of
exclusion. This paper asks, can a protest object within feminism be truly unifying if it is experienced as
exclusionary by some women? What are the limitations of feminist protest objects that include some
identities while excluding others?

Lizzy Emery is undertaking her PhD in Women’s Studies at Flinders University. Her doctoral research is
focused on the history of Australian feminist craft from 1975 to the present. Lizzy is an avid crafter who
teaches a range of textiles craft processes from her home studio in Torrensville. She has also taught as a
sessional lecturer at both Flinders University and UniSA. Along with her craft practice Lizzy is interested in
feminist histories, anarchist philosophy, foraging, Witchcraft and gardening.
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15:55–16:10: Speaker 2: Dr Rachel Loney-Howes, “#MeToo and the future of feminist
anti-violence activism in Australia”
In this paper, I explore the nature and potential of the #MeToo movement for advancing feminist
politics in Australia. I outline the moment in which the #MeToo movement ‘arrived’ in Australia and
the initial public response spearheaded by journalist Tracey Spicer, whose quest was to ‘out’ high
profile media personal who allegedly perpetrated unwanted and disrespectful sexual behaviour.
However, the outing of high profile media figures (e.g. Geoffrey Rush) played out in incredibly
problematic ways, largely because of the tight defamation laws in Australia, which ultimately
maintain survivors’ silence and prevent them from speaking out. Nonetheless, I also place my
discussion in dialogue with the broader political climate in which #MeToo emerged, specifically the
release of the Australian Human Rights Commission report on the prevalence of sexual harassment
and assault on university campuses, and the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child
Sexual Abuse. These public inquiries created a significant amount of recognition (and denial) of the
prevalence of sexual harassment and assault, arguably creating a new discourse through which
survivors in Australia could understand their experiences and speak publicly and semi-publicly about
them – bolstered by the #MeToo movement. I use this context and the initial response to the #MeToo
movement to comment on state of contemporary feminist anti-violence politics in Australia, and the
extent to which these events have, and may continue to, shape the future of feminist activism in
Australia.
Dr Rachel Loney-Howes is a Lecturer in Criminology in the School of Health and Society at the University of
Wollongong. She is an early career researcher with expertise in researching gender-based violence.
Specifically, she has undertaken substantial research into the use of digital technologies for anti-sexual
violence activism, and has a particular interest in the relationship between activism, support services and
the criminal justice system. Her current research projects include an exploration of alternative reporting
options for survivors of sexual assault in Australia, and she is also the recipient of a Faculty Partnership
Grant with Illawarra Women's Health Centre investing domestic violence prevention in high schools.
Alongside Dr Bianca Fileborn, Rachel is the co-editor of “#MeToo and the Politics of Social Change”,
currently available for pre-order on the Palgrave McMillan website. Her first monograph on the use of
social media for anti-rape activism will be available in 2020 with Emerald Press.

16:10–16:25: Speaker 3: Heather McGinn, “The Disobedient PLR: Queering Creative
Writing to Reckon with the Past, Disrupt the Present, and Build the Future of Creative
Practice Beyond the Gender Binary”
This paper reflects on a period of practice led research which led the presenter through the trauma
cleaning process of writing through her disobedient body, and argues that by utilising the technique
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of writing from and through the body, she was able to reckon with the fallout of violence upon her
body, explore her emerging queer identity, and disrupt patriarchal discourses of the gender binary
within the academy, through practice led research. Frustrated by the lack of representation of queer
women characters in popular culture, and particularly modern literature, the presenter was
prompted to focus her research on exploring the possible narrative arcs of queer women characters
within the autofiction and poetry genres, aided by the process of bricolage and queer story making.
Presented alongside the exegetical outcomes, the presenter will also share some of the poetic work
that was created in the course of her experimental practice of writing from the body. Themes of
otherness, patriarchal silencing of women, bodily autonomy, shame, trauma, and pain will be
discussed, having been recurring topics over the course of the research project. This paper aims to
show how researching and writing from a queer perspective can respond to a patriarchal society with
a history of violence towards women, with a particular focus on, as Cixous encouraged, breaking free
from the snare of silence.
Heather Briony McGinn is a PhD student with a research focus on body poetics, Beat poetry, queer theory,
and feminism.

16:25–16:30: Discussion
16:30| Official Conference Close
Location: Napier Lecture Theatre 102
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‘PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE’ SPECIAL ISSUE IN
WRITING FROM BELOW
Call for Submissions — Writing From Below ‘Past, Present and Future’ Special Issue
Presenters from the 2018 South Australian Postgraduate and Early Career Researcher Gender, Sex, and
Sexualities Studies conference: ‘Past, Present and Future: Conceptions of movement, belonging and
boundaries’ are invited to submit full papers for a peer-reviewed special issue of Writing From Below.
The conference theme this year, Past, Present and Future: Contested histories and emerging identities, in
recognition of South Australia’s 125 anniversary of suffrage, but also contesting our white feminist history and
its intersections with gender, sex, and sexualities in relation to the structural, personal, institutional, cultural,
symbolic, epistemic, and discursive. This conference is interdisciplinary and diverse but grounded by a strong
intersectional feminist perspective. A fundamental aspect of feminist ethic is inclusivity, and ‘Past, Present and
Future’ aims to recognise that feminist perspectives and spaces have been historically White. this year’s theme
is a recognition of feminist thinking that achieved this goal, but also recognises that this is not the anniversary of
universal suffrage, and that we are willing to keep working, thinking and researching to disrupt and decentre
Whiteness within feminist thought. The Gender, Sex and Sexualities 2019 conference aims to drive an emphasis
on the intersection of gender, sex and sexualities with Indigenous, POC, migrant, refugee peoples and all others.
We aim to highlight and discuss where history, the present and the future have neglected or included these
people, and the effects this has on the past, the present and the future societies.
th

Writing from Below is an online, open-access, peer-reviewed gender, sexuality and diversity studies journal.
Broadly interdisciplinary in scope, it provides a forum for new and innovative research on gender, sex and
sexualities and the array of intersecting issues that shape the social and personal understanding and expression
of these. It welcomes both academic and creative explorations (theory is art and art, theory, after all), and
specifically encourages scholarly experimentation. For this special issue, we invite both traditional and nontraditional submissions under the following categories:
•
•
•

Full Critical Papers based on Conference Presentations (3000-7000 words)
Poster / Visual art submissions (please include 250 word ERA research statement)
Creative Writings including poetry, short fiction, fictocritical, experimental and/or hybrid writings (up to
3000 words; please include 250 word ERA research statement)
If submitting Visual or Creative works, please see the ERA Research Statement Guidelines.

All submissions are due on 09 November 2019.
Please read the Writing from Below Author Guidelines and register as an author before submitting.
Submission for the special issue indicates your willingness to assist with peer reviewing.
If you have further questions, please email: gsspostgradconference@gmail.com
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